Abstract-Wireless sensors have attracted many researchers' attention because of their playing the very important role of smooth transition from the existing network to the smart grid.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of information communication technology has revolutionized the power utilities and drastically increased their interdependencies with information systems and steadily made the Smart Grid into reality. In the meanwhile, self-healing and resilience are the significant characteristics of the Smart Grid [1] , yet, such effort need researcher a long way to go. Human inspection, the current mainly maintenance of the transmission of distributed power is time-consuming, exhausting and inefficient. Encouragingly, monitoring the status of transmission line of power is proposed using wireless sensor network and implemented the prototype by [2] . Vibration and tilt sensor can be installed in the conductor attachment points for detecting the abnormal events. However, the breakdown of tower pole still raises the probability of failure of the surveillance system [3] . Consequently, we put emphasis on the fault problem in surveillance transmission power line in the paper. On the other hand, in order to guarantee the robustness in power Manuscript received May 14, 2014 ; revised September 16, 2014 . Corresponding author email: wkx@bupt.edu.cn doi:10.12720/jcm.9.9.680-686 transmission network, N1 contingency analysis or N1 principle is considered to avert the blackout [4] . A typical example is the wide-range blackout that affected the majority of Italy in 2003, which is induced by the dependence between power networks and communication networks [5] . Therefore, research on the fault tolerance is significant to construct the resilience surveillance communication network.
There have been many studies on the fault tolerance in WSN (WSN, wireless sensor network). These approaches are either reconfiguration of topology with the mobility of nodes or backup method of the heavily redundancy on routing paths in independent local regions [6] . Although they reveal the effectiveness of fault tolerance, most of them focus on the single fault with the constrains of the power supply. Moreover, most of the existing works only illustrate the tolerance of the commonest sensor in random interdependent wireless sensor network and neglect to explore the significance of gateway node or sink node with fault in general networks. Later on, other researchers studied the wireless network for transmission line monitoring. Ref. [7] proposed the placement problem to find the optimal location of cellular enabled transmission towers. Unfortunately, gateway fault tolerance is not under the consideration. In addition, practical economic feasibility is still debatable since many of the base station need placed for away from the town. A reverse transmission mechanism is presented by [8] , yet, fault tolerance is still limited, especially for the multiple faults simultaneously. A backup mechanism for monitoring the transmission line is illustrated, but authors neglect to explore the significance of analysis in wireless networks [9] .
In this article, the two distinct characteristics of WSN are extracted which is deployed for the surveillance transmission line, and then the abstract network model is proposed, namely combination model, to deal with the fault tolerance problem. Here, the faults are divided into three types, which are a single fault, multiple faults and area faults. Furthermore, we explore the ability of tolerance for three fault types. To this end, the simulation experiments are carried out to get verification and discussion.
Our main contributions are summarized as follows: 1) based on the two characteristics, we construct the communication network model for the surveillance transmission line. 2) The low boundary of three kinds of fault tolerances is analyzed by definitely computing the reliability of networks. 3) Experiments not only illustrate the effectiveness of our approach but also draw the important observations. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, introduce the fault tolerance network model, after deeply investigating the using the wireless sensor for the power transmission line. For the three kinds of the faults, the fault tolerance mechanism is explained. Section III includes the compute exactly the reliability and the analysis of reliability of the fault tolerance in this paradigm. The experimental evaluation is proposed in Section IV, along with various centrality metrics. Finally, Section VI provides some concluding remarks.
II. MODEL
In the WSN network, the gateway is responsible for the role of the sink and relays the data from the near neighborhood sensors. The monitoring data may include the wind speed, temperature, humidity, load conditions in real time, insulator degradation, line conditions, and disturbances. Sensors may be tension sensors, accelerometers, tilt sensors, motion sensors, vision-based sensors, and infrared sensors, etc. [10] . Keeping the continuously automatic data acquisition and uninterrupted transmission are our aims when the faults occurred. Although, there are many papers which elaborate how to tolerate the faults when any of sensor is breakdown or its battery is exhausted within the network in this field, and remarkable results [11] [12] . Here, we do not continue fault tolerance within the WSN, but will be concerned about the gateways to ensure the integrity of the monitoring data when they meet the abrupt faults. More specifically, we puts emphasis on the gateways to relay the data hop by hop, and how to tolerate the faults caused by the damaged gateway when it suffers the corrosion, hail, frozen snow etc.
A. The Two Characteristics
The paper concentrates on the paradigm, in which WSN is used for the surveillance of the distribution transmission line. On the sake of the linear power transmission line extension for the few of miles in the rural area, the WSN, monitoring the status of the power system alone the line, must be coupled tightly with the power line in order to capture the abrupt the signal instantaneously. Therefore, WSN gateways show the linear characteristic as result of the hop by hop pattern. This distinguishing feature called linear topology is decided by the power line essentially. In this case, the information is relayed hop-by-hop until the terminal gateways or electricity substation.
In conventional WSN, one of the most intractable problems may be the supply the power for the sensor. However, the sensor for the surveillance for power line can easily overcome it because there is a magnetic field around the power line for ever. The electric power cannot be stored and delivery timely from the power plant to the residents. Ref. [13] has acquired energy from the magnetic fields surrounding 132KV overhead transmission lines. The authors captured and stored the energy on a storage element to provide relatively adequate power to wireless sensor nodes, without any physical connection to the transmission lines. Even though it is impossible to provide the ample and enough power for sensor at present because of the constraint of engineering technology and heavier body, we could use this valuable power intermittently and periodically to sustained work in the WSN. This is second distinguishing feature which is different from the conventional sensor network. 
B. Network Model
Based on the above two features, we can abstract the network model from the empiric background which is for surveillance power line using the wireless sensor networks , data relay in hop-by-hop, as follow Fig. 1 .
Two terminal nodes in Fig.1 always are the power transformer substations. The data is appended in the relay process from source terminal to the destination terminal. The information is converged to the substation which is processing the data in the information systems, such as between the gateways in hop-by-hop way. Its work mode explains as follow in the view of fault tolerance. The gateway transmit the data from the source substation hop by hop to the destination substation in the normal, in the meanwhile, backup node store the redundant data when the neighbor gateway transfer the data in the relay direction. When the gateway crashes down or failures, the backup detect it timely and transfer the redundant data to the next backup node by pass the damaging the gateway. After that, next backup detect whether the neighbor gateway is health. If the answer is yes, the redundant data transfer the gateway node, if not, the relay data is transfer by the next gateway to the next backup node. Here, the time slot and the frame collision are not taken into account, and the more detailed of MAC layer and PHY layer are elaborated in [8] .
C. Formulation
This section considers the formulation of network model. Given the undirected graph ( , ) represents the reliability of the graph. () i pr x is the probability of i x as reliability value. In the paper, three kinds of fault are assumed, that is the single fault, multiple inconsecutive faults and multiple consecutive faults called area faults. The difference faults occurred, our objective is that, we will make the low boundary analysis of the reliability in the worst cases for the tolerance of fault using the method of reliability in detail based the above the network model to deal with the analysis of N1.
III. ANALYSIS
Actually, in reliability theory, given any of the random graphs, it is NP-hard problem to compute reliability exactly from the source to the terminal nodes [14] , but the proper and accurate results can be obtained by utilizing the particular linear topology feature. In order to access to the result related the different faults, we need take some assumptions: 1) Edge failures are independent and the node failure can cause correlative edge failure because the failure node cannot receive and transmit any of the signal and data.
2) Element reliabilities can be represented as Bernoulli distribution just as what the reliability theory claims generally.
3) The probability of the edge is .. i i d and the difference of arc and way node is distribution parameter. The unreliability of fault element is the cumulative distribution function) with different parameters, that is ( ) 1 Case one: When a fault occurred, the reliability of the whole network began to degenerate in the condition of the remaining the connected network. According to its by-pass mode, there is the arc which is connected the whole network, as the Fig. 2 
and here Computer complexity: As the equation (2) and (3) can be computed in (1) O , every factor in equation (5) is not more than three items, and computer complexity is not more than (3 ) Om. Similarly, the expression rR URel(G ) can be calculated not more than (3 ) Op . Therefore, the complexity of reliability is (| |)
Ov because of the linear topology characteristic.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Experiment and Parameter
The validation of network model is set up in NS2 and we compare performance in Matlab. The parameters are referenced in [15] . The maximum distribution power tower pole distance is not more than 400 m because the high-voltage tower spacing is 400 m to 800 m. Backup nodes is far away the adjacent gateway about the half the maximum distance, that is no more than 200 m. The WiFi technology is used, as the surveillance is often carried out in the rural area outdoor without any obstacles. Normally, the average backup node is inspected in every 15 month and the gateway node 12 month with the replaced frequency is 60 month in the experiment as the aforementioned second characteristic [16] . The Bernoulli distribution parameter p is 0.5 due to randomness.
The four experiments are used to show the results and make some discussions. Firstly, the reliability of proposed the network model in three cases is shown when the node is constant. Secondly, the variation trends of the two cases, the single fault and multiple faults, are illustrated followed the increment of proposed the network nodes. Next, the objectives are the network models in [8] and [9] respectively called reverse model and the backup model. At last, the comparison results are presented by figures.
B. Metric
In the experiment, the fault tolerance in the reverse model and the backup model is evaluated with respect to the metric. As the result of fault tolerance in electric power communication network is not yet standards and regulations, we introduce the two expressions to roughly evaluate the different capability of fault tolerance. That is average edge connected CH , average node connected
The invulnerability of the graph is:
Let
1 i  , then get the survival factor of the any of the broken gateway to the source node. Because of the distance between backup node and gateway node is about the half of the two adjacent gateway nodes, we set the minimum CH weight the way is 1, and then arc is 0.5. The minimum weight is 1 if cutting off two adjacent gateway nodes, then CN is 0.7 as for the two adjacent backup nodes is no stronger than two gateway nodes generally.
C. Performance and Discussion 1) Reliability of the three cases
Here, let the number of the proposed network node is 11. When a fault occurred, network is still connected and delivery data by its working mechanism. However, the Crizone still face the risk of break.
The experimental results demonstrate that when a fault occurred, the network nearly keeps connected and tolerant the single fault completely but still have the 99.4180% probability to connect network in the condition of the 11 nodes just as the Fig. 3 illustrates. In other words, network face the 0.5820% disconnected. While the multi faults are 82.9283% and zone fault is 0.3541%. These results point out the capability of fault tolerance is making big difference, especially for area faults. Overall, CH and CN can reflect invulnerability of the network when faults occurred. The other parameter ij r is the survival factor of node pairs ( , ) ij which is not directly connected in the graph [18] . Let k be the number of independent track between node pair ( , ) ij and l m is the number of node in the independent track l p (1 ) lk  between node i and node j , then The results point out the growth trend when the network nodes change as the figure shows. The correlation between the single fault and two faults is that the both can obtain nearly the 100% reliability when node number reaches the some critical point. In other words, there is the critical number 18 in this experiment. The difference is that there are about 5 nodes distinctions to achieve the same number in the range of the critical point.
3) CH and CN
In order to show the effectiveness of fault tolerance in the proposed network model, the parameter CH and CN are used to measure the invulnerability. The Fig. 5 reports the comparison of performance between three different network models.
In those figures, metrics of CH and CN are decrease followed the nodes in all three network models owning to the linear characteristic mentioned above. The more denominator n(n1) becomes lager, the smaller the values of CH and CN are. However, the combination network model still outperforms the other network models. Notably, the backup network model is slightly less than the combination network model. Therefore, this observation demonstrates that the backup method is effective measures for the fault tolerance in surveillance transmission in Smart Grid Communication.
4) Survival factor
In this simulation, survival factor is used to evaluate the capability of fault tolerance. For the further advantage of proposed the network model, the number of network nodes is increased to 50 in Fig. 6 . The survival factor shows the reverse trend of the number of nodes, yet the other two models are more rapidly decrease to 0 than the combination network model. In particular, the combination network model can survive when the number of node grows to the large number. Because of the combination of the backup method and topology redundancy, this combination network model is more proper the rural place which often extends away from the towns to residential areas. Naturally, this model is more suitable for the fault tolerance in surveillance transmission in Smart Grid Communication.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper studied the fault tolerance problem for the surveillance transmission in Smart Grid Communication. Based on the two distinct characteristics which are the particular for the power transmission line, the combination network model is proposed to deal with the fault tolerance. After that, we analyze the ability to tolerant the fault in case of single fault, multiple faults and area faults quantitatively at worst. The simulation experiment for the fault tolerance is more suitable for the wireless sensor network monitoring for the distributed power transmission line in the smart grid communication. Next work, we will go deep into critical area faults position and make a quantitative energy analysis on backup cost and fault tolerance in the future work. 
